HO RTR 53’ Reefer Trailer

GREAT MATCH W/ F89 FLAT CAR

**PROTOTYPE HISTORY:**
Trailer On Flat Car (TOFC) has been in service since the 1940s when it was originally developed to load truck trailers onto flat cars to streamline service and minimize transferring cargo from boxcars to trailers. In the early 1980s, after the railroads were deregulated, TOFC service exploded in North America. The railroad’s ability to adjust haul rates to be competitive with trucking meant new revenue in areas that the railroads weren’t able to successfully compete before.

**53’ UTILITY TRAILER MODEL FEATURES:**
- Separately applied mud flaps
- Fully-assembled and ready to use out of the box
- Painted and printed for realistic decoration
- Spare tire rack per prototype
- Rubber tires
- Highly-detailed, injection-molded body
- Three fuel tank sizes per prototype
- Etched metal aerodynamic “wings” on some trailers (per prototype)

Use by itself on your layout, or pair with the Genesis HO F89F Long Runner Flat Car!

**All Road Names**

- **Fairchild**
  - ATH17977: HO RTR 53’ Reefer Trailer, Fairchild #163
  - ATH17978: HO RTR 53’ Reefer Trailer, Fairchild #175
  - ATH17979: HO RTR 53’ Reefer Trailer, Fairchild #188

- **Frozen Food Express**
  - ATH17980: HO RTR 53’ Reefer Trailer, Frozen Food Express #765041
  - ATH17981: HO RTR 53’ Reefer Trailer, Frozen Food Express #766025
  - ATH17982: HO RTR 53’ Reefer Trailer, Frozen Food Express #766857

- **J&R Schugel**
  - ATH17983: HO RTR 53’ Reefer Trailer, J&R Schugel #91196
  - ATH17984: HO RTR 53’ Reefer Trailer, J&R Schugel #91246
  - ATH17985: HO RTR 53’ Reefer Trailer, J&R Schugel #91559

- **JKC Trucking**
  - ATH17986: HO RTR 53’ Reefer Trailer, JKC Trucking #2032
  - ATH17987: HO RTR 53’ Reefer Trailer, JKC Trucking #2126
  - ATH17988: HO RTR 53’ Reefer Trailer, JKC Trucking #2154

- **Excel Trucking**
  - ATH17989: HO RTR 53’ Reefer Trailer, Excel #5053
  - ATH17990: HO RTR 53’ Reefer Trailer, Excel #5088
  - ATH17991: HO RTR 53’ Reefer Trailer, Excel #5099

- **White Arrow**
  - ATH17992: HO RTR 53’ Reefer Trailer, White Arrow #28157
  - ATH17993: HO RTR 53’ Reefer Trailer, White Arrow #28222
  - ATH17994: HO RTR 53’ Reefer Trailer, White Arrow #28355

**SRP** $31.98